Imagine walking into your doctor’s office and having them pull up your entire biological profile online, tailoring your medical care plan to every molecular piece that makes you unique. This healthcare strategy is the future envisioned by the precision medicine (PM) movement, and it could potentially become the standard for patient care in a few years. As PM becomes more common, it has the ability to dramatically impact the healthcare industry through specialized healthcare solutions molded directly onto a patient’s genome. Even though this approach represents the medical technology of the future, efforts should be made to understand and regulate disease dynamics models, adverse effects of testing results, and genetic discrimination that can arise from PM testing.

PM is part of the rise of the “personalized omics” or “multi-omics” movement in which multiple, comprehensive molecular testing mechanisms are used to assess individual profiles of biological molecules such as RNA, peptides, fatty acids, carbohydrates, and gut microbiota. In 2015, the movement gained momentum through the implementation of the Precision Medicine Initiative by President Obama during his State of the Union address. This approach seeks to integrate multiple lines of molecular data in order to get a wider view of the kinds of interactions which produce and maintain a disease in someone’s body. According to the National Institutes of Health, PM will take into account “individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle.” One sub-section of this movement, genomics, has recently risen to popularity and is often used alone, without a full set of multi-omics data, to detect risk factors for certain diseases. Unfortunately, while genomic tests can help people understand their unique disease risk factors and plan for their future, they also open the door for genetic discrimination, oversimplification of the causes of disease, and unanticipated psychological distress. As this technology begins to emerge at the forefront of medical advancement, it is important to understand and address the aforementioned challenges in order to properly assimilate precision medicine into modern healthcare.

Personalized genomics tests can help people understand their personal health profile, and this is one of the main reasons why personal genetic tests have been on the rise since their commercial inception in the 1990s and early 2000s through companies such as 23andMe, MyHeritage, and HomeDNA. In a recent study, one-third of participants surveyed on their reasons for undergoing genetic testing indicated that they were interested in having their genomes tested because of a known family history of disease. An additional quarter of participants sought to have their genomes tested in order to prepare for their healthcare future, even if they could not treat or prevent their genetic disease. These results suggest that the personalized genetics movement draws much of
its support from people who are genuinely curious about how their genetics can influence their lifestyle and healthcare plan.

As genetic testing increases in popularity, there has been a recent global effort to end discrimination based on genetic testing results, but legal action may not catch all of these genome-based injustices. The United Kingdom has already codified protections to prevent insurance premium increases for people who may receive unfavorable genetic testing results, but other countries, such as Canada, have struggled to pass bills that would protect those who participate in personalized molecular tests from discrimination.

In 2009, the United States passed the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) in order to ensure legal protection against workplace discrimination based on genetics testing results. However, since GINA’s implementation, at least one study has actually shown an increase in reports of genetic discrimination in the workplace. Because of this, some researchers argue that the act cannot address newly adopted testing technologies and the U.S. should add additional clauses to prevent further discrimination.

Additionally, although personalized genetic tests are becoming increasingly common, the scientific community has not yet established a definitive causal relationship between genetic mutations and disease. Currently, there is not a plausible genetic interaction model for human disease based on personalized data that also incorporates environmental and social factors such as diet, exercise, and socioeconomic status. The multi-omics and PM perspective seeks to improve this outlook by gathering additional molecular data that provides a clearer picture of multiple markers for certain diseases. For example, microbiomics data analyzes human gut microbiomes, which strongly mirror diet patterns, an environmental factor. Results from the Integrated Personal Omics Profiling (iPOP) study, a longitudinal study assessing extensive biochemical profiling data, have suggested links between omics data and disease outcomes. Although iPOP results from microbiome, metabolome, and genome analysis have indicated a possible genetic association with disease indicators such as inflammatory response and mitochondrial dysfunction, more data must be collected in order to confirm these connections and integrate them into a conceivable disease model.

Furthermore, there are still limitations to this method because not all environmental and social factors have known molecular markers that can be traced with multi-omics technologies. Another complication to this testing approach is that the PM movement has the potential to misrepresent certain groups. According to recent analysis, patients of European ancestry are disproportionately represented in genetics testing, which makes it harder for scientists to analyze diseases in other populations. From these results, the precision medicine movement may have a Eurocentric bias that requires more testing from outside populations in order to paint a more accurate picture of many different types of human disease across the globe. Additionally, such mo-
lecular tests will most likely end up categorizing patients into set subgroups that match their molecular profiles instead of developing specific individualized medicines, which could have a stratifying effect on the healthcare industry that focuses more on the differences between genetic groups instead of the similarities that bind everyone together in the medical setting.

Because genetic tests are just starting to become more user-friendly and commercially available, the “personalized omics” movement may not currently have the existing infrastructure to educate and support people who receive potentially distressing test results. Currently, personal genetics testing companies have protected themselves from liability for any discrimination or distress their results can cause, even though reports indicate that many people who receive their testing results experience anxiety and psychological distress. Some researchers have even called for personalized genetics companies to provide genetic counseling services, in addition to their analysis software, to explain testing results to clients. The process of acquiring informed consent from patients for these kinds of tests is complicated, because most patients may be truly unaware of what they are consenting to until they receive their results.

In many ways, the scientific community has missed the opportunity to preemptively regulate the PM movement, and it is quite possible that some or all of its tenets will become commonplace in the next generation. PM technology provides a streamlined way for lots of people to receive their biological information at steadily decreasing costs, making this movement increasingly popular. However, although PM shows great promise, care should be taken to properly address disease dynamics, adverse effects of testing results, and genetic discrimination as the movement progresses.
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